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Heterogeneous materials such as bone or woven composites show mesostruc-
tures whose constitutive elements are all oriented locally in the same direction
and channel the stress flow throughout the mechanical structure. The interfaces
between such constitutive elements and the matrix are regions of potential degra-
dations. Then, when building a numerical model, one has to take into account
the local systems of orthotropic coordinates in order to properly describe the
damage behavior of such materials. This can be a difficult task if the orthotropic
directions constantly change across the complex three-dimensional geometry as
is the case for bone structures or woven composites. In the present paper, we
propose a finite element technique to estimate the continuum field of orthotropic
directions based on the main hypothesis that they are mainly triggered by the
external surface of the structure itself and the boundary conditions. We employ
two diffusion equations, with specific boundary conditions, to build the radial
and the initial longitudinal unit vectors. Then, to ensure the orthonormality of
the basis, we compute the longitudinal, the circumferential, and the radial vectors
via a series of vector products. To validate the numerical results, a comparison
with the average directions of the experimentally observed Haversian canals is
used. Our method is applied here to a human femur.

1. Introduction

In order to simulate the mechanical behavior of heterogeneous structures such as
bone or composites, computed tomography (CT) or µCT images allow one to build
their three-dimensional (3D) real and complex geometries [Rémond et al. 2016]
and the associated finite element (FE) meshes. Nonetheless, there exist only a few
numerical tools able to describe a continuum field of anisotropic directions varying
throughout the 3D structure.
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Here, we propose an approach which enables one to estimate via an FE technique
the directions of orthotropy (i.e., longitudinal, circumferential, and radial) in 3D
structures, which may be compared to beams, assuming that the orthotropy of
their mesostructure is mainly triggered by their external surface and the boundary
conditions. Such a method is based on [Allena and Aubry 2011], in which a system
of Laplacian equations is employed to define the orientation of the cylindrical coor-
dinates across 3D thin membranes. To support the numerical results, a comparison
with µCT obtained with data is performed. In [Cluzel and Allena 2015], we applied
our method only to a femoral diaphysis, while here the whole 3D cortical domain
of a human femur is considered. Additionally, we validate our numerical approach
by comparing it to the experimental data previously obtained in [Cluzel and Allena
2018].

1.1. Cortical bone anisotropy. Cortical bone shows a very significant anisotropy
at different scales [Rho et al. 1998], and as described in [Rho 1996; Bernard et al.
2013], at the macroscale the elastic behavior is orthotropic. Additionally, micro-
cracks seem to be involved at each length scale as a function of the loading (i.e.,
tension, compression, or torsion) and to trigger the damage mechanics of bone,
although they are described in a local system of coordinates linked to the main
directions of the mesostructure [Vashishth 2007].

In [Herman et al. 2010], two types of mechanical degradation of the cortical bone
are described: one is linked to linear microcracks, which are 10 to 100µm long,
and the other is a set of diffused microcracks, which are 1 to 2µm long. In [Seref-
Ferlengez et al. 2015] these two networks are still observed, but the authors suggest
that only the linear microcracks influence the evolution of the elastic behavior of
the cortical bone and may be involved in the remodeling process.

At this level, the osteons play an important role and more particularly the cement
line appears to be a weak interface likely to stop or divert the microcracks [O’Brien
et al. 2007]. From a quantitative point of view, Wasserman et al. [2008] showed
that microcracks are almost parallel to the osteons and this is independent from
the age of the specimen. Given such a scenario, to describe the degradation or the
failure behavior of the cortical bone, one may employ anisotropic criteria which are
associated to specific mechanisms. For instance, in [Doblaré et al. 2004; Cowin
and He 2005] anisotropic and macroscopic criteria are presented, some of them
based on approaches that have been previously developed for composites [Tsai
and Wu 1971]. Similarly, the fracture toughness is anisotropic and linked to the
osteons’ direction [Ural and Vashishth 2007].

Although it has been shown that to precisely describe the global response of
a bone structure to different loadings it is necessary to take into account the or-
thotropic behavior of the cortical bone, many authors still use an isotropic elastic
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model or adopt isotropic failure criteria such as von Mises. In [Bessho et al. 2009;
Duchemin et al. 2008], the objective is to localize the fractures and to do so the
constitutive behavior of the bone is described as isotropic and heterogeneous. Báča
et al. [2008] showed that an isotropic, elastic, and heterogeneous model allows
proper quantification of the global displacements of a femur. Nevertheless, for
an accurate description of the stress in the case of nonphysiological loads (i.e.,
prosthesis) or in order to obtain a better understanding of the damage mechanisms,
the anisotropy of the bone must be taken into account.

From a numerical point of view, the employment of an orthotropic model re-
mains rather difficult since two main challenges arise: the higher number of ma-
terial parameters to be introduced and the description of the field of orthotropic
coordinates throughout 3D complex geometries. Nonetheless, a few attempts can
be found in the literature.

In [Peng et al. 2006], for both spongy and cortical bone, a transversely isotropic
model is employed and the local systems of coordinates are described with respect
to the superior-inferior axis of the structure without taking into account the poten-
tial variations in the neck or in the head. In [Taylor et al. 2002] or [Ün and Çalık
2016], the femoral diaphysis is described as an orthotropic material in a cylindrical
coordinate system. Additionally, Ün and Çalık [2016] employ a discrete descrip-
tion of the orthotropic field via a finite number of subvolumes in the diaphysis. In
[Báča et al. 2008], the macroscopic bone mesh is manually decomposed into small
domains in order to take into account the anisotropy directions detected in vitro.
Hambli et al. [2012] proposed an orthotropic damage model to describe the me-
chanical behavior of the proximal spongy domain of the femur in two dimensions.
The orthotropic directions are associated to the principal stress directions obtained
through a previous simulation involving a compression load on the top of the femur.
A further approach can be found in [Doblaré and García 2001; Gómez-Benito
et al. 2005] where the orientation of the orthotropic coordinates is continuously
updated thanks to a remodeling model [García et al. 2001]. The simulation runs
until the orthotropy directions coincide with the principal stress directions for a
typical physiological load. Finally, in [Spingarn et al. 2017], anisotropy is also
considered via a remodeling model, but at the mesoscale and in trabecular bone.

As mentioned earlier, in this paper we propose an FE method to approximate
the orthotropic field of 3D structures such as the human femur. In the following
sections we describe the numerical approach used to build the field of orthotropic
directions. In Section 2.1, the segmentation technique adopted to obtain the femur
3D geometry (Section 2.1.1) as well as the diffusion equations employed to deter-
mine directions of orthotropy numerically (Section 2.1.2) are detailed. The main
results are presented and compared to the experimental data obtained in [Cluzel and
Allena 2018] in Section 3. In Section 4, we discuss our numerical outcomes with
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Figure 1. Sagittal sections of the femur showing the gray level (a)
and the concentrations of u3 (b) and u10 (d), and boundary con-
ditions for the diffusion problem providing the unit longitudinal
vector ∇u10 (c).

respect to previous works in the literature and some limitations and perspectives
of the work are also considered.

2. Material and methods

2.1. FE approximation of the orthotropic field.

2.1.1. 3D personalized geometry of the femur. A left human male femur (91 years
old) was collected and frozen at −20◦ in a plastic bag. Once defrosted, the femur
was cleaned by a clinician to remove soft tissues around it and dried with ethanol.
Then, it was CT-scanned with a calibration phantom by a GE LightSpeed Pro 16
at pixel spacing of 0.875 mm and slice thickness of 1.25 mm. CT scans provided
the normalized gray level (GL) values varying between 0 and 1.

The femur has been semiautomatically segmented in Avizo to find its external
surface and to mesh the 3D volume in COMSOL Multiphysics (Figure 1(a)). Ad-
ditionally, by defining a specific threshold on the GL, here fixed at 0.7, it has
been possible to write two characteristic functions (hcort and hspong) to distinguish
between the cortical (�cort) and the spongy (�spong) 3D FE domains:

hcort =

{
1 if GL≥ 0.7,
0 otherwise,

(1)

hspong =

{
1 if GL< 0.7,
0 otherwise.

(2)
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Some artifacts induced by the presence of remaining soft tissues or due to un-
expected porosities may be found on the external femoral surface. Nevertheless,
in order to ensure a minimal amount of cortical bone, the GL values have been
automatically set to 1 across a thickness of 0.5 mm from the external surface of the
femur to the inner volume.

2.1.2. Numerical technique to determine the main orthotropy directions. In this
section, the technique used to determine the numerical system of orthotropic co-
ordinates RFE = {i1, i2, i3} is detailed. We adopt and adapt a method previously
proposed in [Allena and Aubry 2011]. Such an approach was first used to param-
etrize very thin 3D objects, such as the cortical bone. Two diffusion equations
are employed, and the orientations of the concentration gradients provide the or-
thotropic directions.

Based on the assumption that the osteons are mainly parallel to the external
surface of the 3D structure, the first diffusion equation defines the evolution of the
concentration u3 and allows defining the vector ∇u3 across the thickness of the
cortical domain �cort:{

c div(∇u3)=−κhspong,

u3 = 1 on ∂�ext,
(3)

where div is the divergence and ∇ is the gradient, c = 1012, and the source term
−κhspong, where κ = 106, enables the introduction of a flow from the exterior to
the interior of the femur. The concentration of u3 across the femur is illustrated in
Figure 1(b). The isosurfaces u3 = const do not cross the outer boundary due to the
maximum principle [Courant 1962], and they are parallel surfaces.

Thus, an approximate normalized vector i3 can be computed as

i3 '
∇u3

‖∇u3‖
(4)

with ‖ · ‖ the Euclidean norm of a vector. Assuming that in a 3D structure such
as the femur there exists a strong relationship between the external loads and the
directions of the osteons in the cortical bone [Wolff 1892], the second diffusion
equation describes the evolution of the concentration u10 and allows the description
of the initial longitudinal direction ∇u10:

div[(ahcort+ b)∇u10] = 0,

u10 =−2 on ∂�C,

u10 = 2.7 on ∂�H,

u10 = 0 on ∂�LT,

u10 = 1.8 on ∂�GT,
∂u10
∂n = 0 everywhere else,

(5)
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Figure 2. Numerical unit vectors i1 (left), i2 (center), and i3

(right). Anterior view of the femur (top), and posterior view of
the upper femur (bottom).

where a and b are two constants that weight the influence of the spongy and the
cortical bone. For our problem, a � b (i.e., a = 1015 and b = 1011) to trigger a
very high diffusion across the cortical domain �cort and a very low diffusion in the
spongy domain �spong. The surfaces ∂�C, ∂�H, ∂�LT, and ∂�GT are represented
in Figure 1(c), with C indicating the condyles, and allow one to mimic the muscular
anchoring surfaces at the extremities of the femur as has been done in [Huiskes
et al. 1987; Doblaré and García 2001; Hambli et al. 2012]. A more accurate de-
scription of the directions of orthotropy, which are related to the distribution of
the physiological stresses throughout the femur [Petrtýl et al. 1996], would require
additional anchoring regions along the diaphysis [Duda et al. 1998]. It also has
to be said that the values of the boundary conditions in (5) are not representative
of the average physiological loads, but they have rather been optimized to best
fit the µCT observations. The concentration of u10 across the femur is shown in
Figure 1(d).
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Si region hc (mm) error anisotropy mode

S1 anterior diaphysis 19.3◦ orthotropy
S2 anterior diaphysis ≈ 4.1 11.5◦ orthotropy / transverse isotropy
S4 great trochanter ≈ 0.8 26.5◦ orthotropy
S5 great trochanter ≈ 0.8 21.1◦ orthotropy
S8 less trochanter ≈ 2.5 62.8◦ orthotropy
S10 neck ≈ 0.7 19.7◦ orthotropy
S11 neck 12.8◦ orthotropy
S15 posterior diaphysis ≈ 5.3 6.6◦ transverse isotropy
S16 posterior diaphysis ≈ 5.7 3.7◦ orthotropy / transverse isotropy
S17 posterior diaphysis ≈ 6.1 10.2◦ orthotropy / transverse isotropy
S18 posterior diaphysis ≈ 6.0 9◦ orthotropy / transverse isotropy

Table 1. Estimated error for the available cortical specimens (hc

is the cortical thickness). All specimens are cortical.

In the same spirit as for i3, we can compute the normalized longitudinal vector

i10 '
∇u10

‖∇u10‖
. (6)

By a simple cross product, we are able to obtain the circumferential vector

i2 =
i3 ∧ i10

‖i3 ∧ i10‖
. (7)

We now have three vectors: the longitudinal (i10), the circumferential (i2), and
the radial (i3). Nevertheless, to ensure the orthogonality of the basis, we need to
recompute the longitudinal vector i10 to obtain

i1 =
i2 ∧ i3

‖i2 ∧ i3‖
. (8)

The diffusion equations are integrated over the 3D personalized geometry of the
femur through a FE discretization.

3. Results

3.1. FE computation of the directions of orthotropy. The main objective of the
FE model is to provide a good approximation of the field of orthotropic coordinates
across the femur via the set of diffusion equations presented in Section 2.1.2. In
Figure 2, we show the global trend of the three unit vectors i1 (longitudinal), i2

(circumferential), and i3 (radial).
In order to validate the numerical approach, a more precise comparison between

the numerical and the experimental orthotropic directions is necessary. In [Cluzel
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Figure 3. Comparison between the numerical longitudinal vector
i1 (red arrows) and the measured vector P1 (green arrows) for
specimens S1, S2, S4, S5, S10, and S11 on the anterior region of the
femur and of S15 to S18 on the posterior region.

and Allena 2018] we have identified the projection P1 on the femur surface of the
main direction of orthotropy. Then we have estimated the error between P1 and
the numerical longitudinal vector i1 (Table 1).

For the comparison, we only consider the available cortical specimens from
[Cluzel and Allena 2018, Table 1]: S1, S2, S4, S5, S8, S10, S11, S15, S16, S17,
and S18. In Figure 3, we show in red the vector i1 and in green the vector P1,
except for S8, which is on the other side of the femur.

Overall, the error goes from a minimal value of about 3.7◦ for S16 in the posterior
diaphysis to a maximal value of about 62.8◦ for S8 in the less trochanter where a
high gradient of the i1 is observed. However, in the anterior and posterior diaphysis,
in the greater trochanter, and in the neck the error varies between 3.7◦ and 26.5◦.

4. Discussion

For an orthotropic material such as bone or a woven composite, the degradation
mechanisms are oriented along the principal directions of the mesostructure. There-
fore, in order to be able to correctly describe the mechanical as well as the damage
behavior of such materials, the associated models need to be built with respect
to the local systems of orthotropic coordinates. Nonetheless, if the orthotropic
directions constantly change across the 3D geometry, their description becomes
even more difficult. Then, being able to obtain an approximation of the orthotropic
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system of coordinates may constitute a numerical challenge, but it allows the simu-
lation of the mechanical response of those structures for which the orthotropy plays
a critical role.

In this article, we have proposed an FE technique based on the assumption that,
for many heterogeneous structures, the main directions of the orthotropic behavior
are determined by the external surface that shapes the geometry, except near the
loading regions. This aspect can be easily observed in the case of a woven com-
posite material where each wire is made of a large number of continuous fibers.
However, it becomes more complex for biological materials (i.e., cortical and
spongy bone), especially when the boundary conditions are applied over a large
region of the structure [Duda et al. 1998].

Here we have employed our method to describe the field of orthotropic directions
in a left human femur. The 3D geometry is obtained through a stack of CT images.
Once the outer surface of the femur is accurately defined, the radial vector i3

across the thickness of the structure is computed using an appropriate diffusion
equation. To obtain the longitudinal vector i10, a second diffusion equation is
used which must take into account specific boundary conditions. As in [Huiskes
et al. 1987; Doblaré and García 2001; Hambli et al. 2012] and for the sake of
simplicity, such boundary conditions coincide with the main muscular anchoring
regions (i.e., the head, the condyles, and the greater and the lesser trochanter).
A sensibility study has been performed in order to confirm that the variation in
intensity of the boundary conditions does not affect the final results. In fact, by
increasing or decreasing by ±0.1 the values of u10 in (5), successively, we found
a variation of about 0.01◦ in the main direction of orthotropy i1, which can be
neglected. Such an approach provides a description of the orthonormal systems
of orthotropic coordinates across the cortical bone. Nevertheless, in those regions
where the thickness of the cortical bone is very thin (i.e., hc < 0.5 mm) or where
the boundary conditions are applied, if i3 is properly determined, the longitudinal
(i1) and the circumferential (i2) directions have no particular physical meaning.

In the literature, most of the numerical models describe cortical bone as an
isotropic material due to several technical issues that one may encounter. A few
orthotropic models have been proposed which include an orthotropic macroscale
description of the bone behavior [Martínez-Reina et al. 2014; Taylor et al. 2002;
Doblaré and García 2001; Gómez-Benito et al. 2005; Peng et al. 2006; Báča et al.
2008; Hambli et al. 2012; Ün and Çalık 2016]. Our approach allows a global and
continuous representation of the orthotropic directions throughout the femur to be
obtained while taking into account the local variations in specific regions of interest
such as the neck and the lesser and greater trochanter.

In order to ensure the quality of the description of the orthotropic directions,
some authors have measured in vitro the orthotropic field which has been manually
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implemented in the numerical models over about 20 regions in [Báča et al. 2007]
and by cubes 2 mm in length in [Wirtz et al. 2003], for instance. In our approach, we
rather estimate a posteriori the error between the numerical longitudinal vector i1

and the direction P1 identified via the µCT images [Cluzel and Allena 2018].
To conclude, the FE technique that we propose is globally consistent with the ex-

perimental data and allows one to obtain a proper approximation of the orthotropic
field of coordinates. As in [Doblaré and García 2001], here we have assumed that
the orthotropy directions are determined by both the applied boundary conditions
and the external geometry of the femur. Additionally, only the boundary conditions
at the extremities of the structure (i.e., the head, the greater and lesser trochanter,
and the condyles) have been considered at this stage. Nonetheless, further muscular
anchoring surfaces should be taken into account in the thicker diaphysis region
[Duda et al. 1998], which may lead to slight rotations of the osteons with respect
to the longitudinal axis, as observed in [Petrtýl et al. 1996; Báča et al. 2007]. To
detect such variations, we are currently acquiring additional measurements along
the diaphysis in order to obtain a more complete map of the osteons’ orientation.
Then we will build corrective functions to adjust both the numerical axial (i1) and
circumferential (i2) unit vectors in the diaphysis via a rotation around i3. We envis-
age undertaking a series of simulations for different types of loading on the femur
to quantify the precision needed for positioning the coordinates systems. We expect
to find some differences in the failure mechanisms of the orthotropic damage model
rather than on the global displacements. Taking into account the exact anisotropic
directions of the cortical bone microstructure will allow one to rigorously describe
the damage model. This constitutes a fundamental element to describe the overall
remodeling process, including the evolution in time of the anisotropic directions
[Placidi et al. 2004], and more specifically the interplay between the biological and
the mechanical processes involved [Frame et al. 2017; Schmitt et al. 2016].
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